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QM Retrofit Kit

33A/35A, 3327A/3527A, 98/99, 9827/9927 Series Device QM Retrofit

Installation Instructions

1. Disconnect power if necessary
2. Install according to instructions or device will not function and panic label will be void.
3. For optimal quiet performance of your opening, use the Von Duprin QM option along with a properly adjusted door closer and door silencers.

Parts

Scan QR code for online instructions.

Tools
- #2 Phillips screwdriver
- Slotted screwdriver
- Optional 5/16" Nut Driver

Parts
- Damper assembly
- Damper stop
- DuraLube® tube (required for 3327A, 3527A, 9827 and 9927)
- Damper assembly for 3327A, 3527A, 9827 and 9927 will be labeled "SVR"
- #6 screw (2)

1 ** Disconnect power if necessary **

To avoid risk of shock, disconnect AC power from power supply before proceeding with this conversion. If using Battery Backup option, unplug all four wires from battery terminals.

2 ** Remove exit device from door. **

Unplug cable, if necessary

3 ** Remove mechanism case. **

Keep all parts
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Device and trim must be held securely while screws are being removed, to prevent dropping to the floor.
4 Remove pushpad from baseplate.
Keep pushpad and pushpad guides.

5 Place damper stop into slot on control link.
5a Use tab on bottom of damper stop to locate.

5b Insert self-locking pin to secure damper stop.

6 Install damper assembly.
6a Locate the damper assembly using tabs on the mounting legs to locate.

**Note:** If the device has a wire channel installed at this location, the wire channel must be modified (cut) to allow clearance for damper assembly tabs to engage with the device.

6b Holding the damper assembly in place, turn baseplate over and secure damper assembly with two #6 screws.

7 Replace the pushpad on the baseplate.
Ensure the pushpad guides are in place on the pushpad.
8 Install mechanism case.

NOTE: During step A, verify that plastic pushpad guides are aligned properly inside case.

OR

9 Attach exit device to door.

Device and trim must be held securely while screws are being fastened, to prevent dropping to the floor.

Connect cable, if necessary

10 Lubricate top latch. (For 3327A, 3527A, 9827 and 9927 ONLY.)

Using tube of grease provided, apply a dime-sized drop of grease to top latch at area shown.

Lubricate top latch. (For 3327A, 3527A, 9827 and 9927 ONLY.)